Background {#Sec1}
==========

Many genes have been associated with normal variation in human pigmentation (Sturm [@CR27]; Sturm and Larsson [@CR28]). Of those, *OCA2* \[MIM 611409\], named for an abnormal pigmentation phenotype, oculocutaneous albinism type II (*OCA2* \[MIM 203200\]), is a large gene extending over 300 kb on chromosome 15. *OCA2* encodes the protein P, a transmembrane protein, and has been shown to play a role in pigmentation in both humans and mice (Frudakis et al. [@CR8]). In humans, it has been implicated in iris, skin, and hair pigmentation (Duffy et al. [@CR5]; Sturm et al. [@CR30]; Kayser et al. [@CR15]; Sulem et al. [@CR31]). The exact function of P is unknown though it has been suggested to process and traffic tyrosinase, regulate melanosomal pH, or regulate glutathione metabolism (Toyofuku et al. [@CR32]; Staleva et al. ([@CR26]); Sturm et al. [@CR29]; Edwards et al. [@CR6]).

Mutations in *OCA2* are known to cause oculocutaneous albinism type 2. However, the gene is also known to play a role in variation in normal pigmentation. In European populations, it is primarily associated with blue irises. Several sites in and around *OCA2* have been reported to be the functional variant or to be tightly linked to the functional variant leading to blue eyes. These sites include a three-SNP haplotype (rs4778138, rs4778241, rs7495174) and four individual SNPs, rs1129038, rs12913832, rs916977, and rs1667394 (Duffy et al. [@CR5]; Sturm et al. [@CR30]; Kayser et al. [@CR15]; Sulem et al. [@CR31]; Mengel-From et al. [@CR20]; Walsh et al. [@CR34]). Four of the SNPs (rs1129038, rs12913832, rs916977, rs1667394) are actually located in introns of the Hect Domain and RCC1-like Domain 2 (*HERC2* \[MIM 605837\]), which are located 10 Kb upstream of *OCA2*. These are thought either to be located in or near an upstream regulatory region of *OCA2* or to be in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with functional elements in *HERC2* and affect a possible *HERC2* regulation of *OCA2*. The actual function of *HERC2* is unknown but it shows homology to known E3 ubiquitin-protein ligases. One of the *HERC2* SNPs (rs1667394) has been associated with blond hair in Europeans (Sulem et al. [@CR31]). Specific polymorphisms and the haplotypes are illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}; all 21 SNPs studied are listed in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The derived allele of another SNP at *OCA2*, rs1800407, has been associated with green/hazel eyes in Europeans (Branicki et al. [@CR3]). Rs1800407 is an arginine to glutamine missense mutation (Arg419Gln) found in exon 13 of the *OCA2* gene. Sturm et al. ([@CR30]) concluded that the derived allele of rs1800407 increased the penetrance of the blue eye phenotype associated with the derived allele of rs12913832.Fig. 1Schematic of BEHs and rs1800414. This figure shows the approximate locations of the three blue-eye associated haplotypes (*blue rectangles*) and rs1800414 (*red arrow*) at *OCA2* and *HERC2* genes. *OCA2* extends farther in the pter direction

The derived allele at a missense SNP (rs1800414, His615Arg) in exon 19 of *OCA2* has been reported to be specific to East Asia (Yuasa et al. [@CR35]; Anno et al. [@CR2]). Edwards et al. ([@CR6]) showed an association between the derived allele of rs1800414 (C, 615Arg) and lighter skin pigmentation in a sample of individuals of East Asian ancestry from Canada and confirmed their results using an independent sample of Han Chinese.

Here we present our results on the global distributions of haplotypes and specific SNPs in the region of *OCA2* and *HERC2*, genes that have been implicated in pigmentation variation in Europeans and East Asians. We also examine the LD between the SNPs and haplotypes of interest. Finally, we use long-range haplotype tests to show that *OCA2* is or has been under selection in Europe and the derived allele of rs1800414 is, or has been, under selection in East Asia.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

Populations {#Sec3}
-----------

We have typed 3,432 individuals from a global sample of 73 populations. The populations represent regions of Africa (13 populations), Southwest Asia (5), Europe (16), Siberia (3), South Central Asia (6), East Asia (17), the Pacific Islands (4), North America (4), and South America (5) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Where available we also included data from the Human Genome Diversity Panel (Li et al. [@CR18]; Jakobsson et al. [@CR14]). We combined certain smaller closely related HGDP population samples to form larger samples for our analyses (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1PopulationsRegionPopulation nameAbbreviation*N*Africa (15)BiakaBIA70MbutiMBU39LisongoLIS8YorubaYOR78IboIBO48HausaHAS39*MandenkaMND24*MasaiMAS22ChaggaCGA45SandaweSND40ZaramoZRM40SomaliSOM22Ethiopian JewsETJ32African AmericansAAM90*MozabiteMZB30*SW Asia (7)Yemenite JewsYMJ43KuwaitiKWT16DruzeDRU95SamaritansSAM41*PalestiniansPAL51*Palestinian ArabsPLA66*BeduoinBED49*Europe (20)Ashkenazi JewsASH83GreeksGRK56SardiniansSRD35Roman JewsRMJ27ToscaniTOS90*ITALIANSITL22*CatalanCAT42Spanish BasqueSPB76*French BasqueFRB24FrenchFRE29*AdygeiADY54ChuvashCHV42HungariansHGR87Russians, VologdaRUV48Russians, ArchangelskRUA34FinnsFIN36DanesDAN51IrishIRI118*OrcadiansORC16*European AmericansEAM92Siberia (3)Komi ZyrianeKMZ47KhantyKTY50YakutYAK51Central Asia (12)*BalochiBAL25BrahuiBRH25*Negroid MakraniNMK28*SindhiSIN25PathanPTH23BurushoBRS25KalashKAL25*HazaraHAZ32MohannaMOH54ThotiTHT14KeraliteKER30KachariKCH17Pacific Islands (4)Nasioi MelanesiansNAS23Paupa-New GuineansPNG22MicronesiansMCR37SamoansSMN8East Asia (21)MalaysiansMLY11LaotiansLAO119CambodiansCBD25KhazakKAZ48UigurUIG48Khamba TibetanKBT36QiangQNG40HlaiHLA63Baima DeeBMD42MongolianMNG74*MONGOLMON19MANCHUMNC28LOLOLOL39HMONGHMG20*Chinese, San FranciscoCHS60Chinese, TaiwanCHT49HakkaHKA41KoreansKOR66JapaneseJPN51AmiAMI40AtayalATL42America (9)CheyenneCHY56Pima, ArizonaPMA51Pima, MexicoPMM50MayaMAY52GuihibaGHB13QuechuaQUE22TicunaTIC65Rondonian SuruiSUR47KaritianaKAR57Total Kidd lab samples3,495Total HGDP samples499Total samples3,931Italicized population data was taken from the HGDP data 650 K Data Set*ITALIANS* HGDP Northern Italians and Tuscans; *MONGOL* HGDP Mongolian and Daur; *MANCHU* HGDP Hezhen, Orogen, and Xibo; *LOLO* HGDP Lahu, Naxi, Tujia, and Yiza; *HMONG* HGDP Miaozu and She

DNA was extracted from lymphoblastoid cell lines for 57 of the population samples. The cell lines were established and/or maintained using common techniques described elsewhere (Anderson and Gusella [@CR1]) in the lab of Kenneth K. and Judith R. Kidd at Yale University. Some cell lines were established by the Coriell Cell Repositories and by the National Laboratory for the Genetics of Israeli Populations at Tel Aviv University. The DNA for the 15 other population samples was obtained as DNA only from colleagues or the Coriell Cell Repositories (see Supplemental data). All samples were collected with informed consent by participants and with approval by all relevant institutional review boards.

Whole genome amplification {#Sec4}
--------------------------

For the 15 DNA-only population samples, the DNAs were initially whole genome amplified using multiple displacement amplification (MDA), as described in Li et al. ([@CR17]).

SNP typing {#Sec5}
----------

We typed all of the implicated SNPs as well as others for a total of 21 SNPs spanning a total of 398,549 bp (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}) in our 72 population samples. Nine of the SNPs (rs4778138, rs4778241, rs7495174, rs1129038, rs12913832, rs916977, rs1667394, rs1800407, rs1800414) were chosen because of their previous association with pigmentation; the remainder was chosen based on allele frequencies in European populations from the Applied Biosystems SNP catalogue and to bring up the average coverage to one SNP for every 20 kb. SNPs were typed using Applied Biosystems TaqMan^®^ assays performed in 384-well plates using \~50--100 ng of DNA per well. We analyzed the SNP typing results using the ABI Prism Sequence Detection System.Table 2The 21 SNPs studiedLocusSNPPosition in NCBI build 36.1Alleles^a^Ancestral allele frequency rangeOCA2rs270396925,805,228T/A0.202--0.962OCA2 East Asianrs180041425,870,632T/C0.239--1.000OCA2rs1107431425,881,612A/G0.257--1.000OCA2rs1291468725,900,136C/T0.167--1.000OCA2rs180040725,903,913C/T0.890--1.000OCA2rs180040425,909,368C/T0.000--0.950OCA2rs201534325,912,896G/A0.071--1.000OCA2rs477813625,923,751C/T0.000--0.760OCA2rs74686125,939,830T/C0.000--0.955OCA2rs717086925,962,343G/A0.090--0.987OCA2rs89582825,971,628C/G0.038--0.756OCA2 BEH1rs477813826,009,415G/A0.047--1.000OCA2 BEH1rs477824126,012,308A/C0.060--0.866OCA2 BEH1rs749517426,017,833G/A0.010--0.725HERC2 BEH2rs112903826,030,454C/T0.109--1.000HERC2rs749494226,037,654A/G0.044--0.974HERC2 BEH2rs1291383226,039,213A/G0.091--1.000HERC2rs393559126,047,607T/C0.030--0.974HERC2rs717085226,101,581T/A0.000--0.987HERC2 BEH3rs91697726,186,959T/C0.044--0.987HERC2 BEH3rs166739426,203,777G/A0.044--0.987^a^Ancestral allele listed first

Analyses {#Sec6}
--------

In addition to the data we generated, where available, we included data from the HapMap and the HGDP 650 k panel for rs4778138, rs4778241, rs7495174, rs12913832, and rs1667394 (Li et al. [@CR18]; Jakobsson et al. [@CR14]). We omitted the HGDP data for those individuals who are part of our laboratory's cell line collection and typed in our laboratory because we have larger sample sizes. All haplotypes were estimated using fastPHASE, and frequency maps were created using Surfer (ver 7) (Scheet and Stephens [@CR24]). LD was calculated and LD figures were generated using HAPLOT with default parameters (Gu et al. [@CR9]). For the selection studies we used relative extended haplotype homozygosity (REHH) and where applicable normalized haplosimilarity (nHS) (Sabeti et al. [@CR23]; Hanchard et al. [@CR11]). REHH and nHS are both based on the logical assumption that a variant under selection will rise to high frequency quickly before recombination has time to break down the extended haplotype on which the variant initially arose. In contrast, a neutral variant will take longer to reach a high frequency, allowing the extended haplotype time to be degraded by recombination. For the REHH test, a core haplotype containing the variant of interest is selected, an extended haplotype homozygosity score is then determined for each of the remaining SNPs moving outward from the core haplotype in each direction. Relative EHH scores weighted for allele frequency are then calculated for each of the non-core SNPs for each allele of the core haplotype, the scores of the SNP(s) furthest from the core are then tested for significance using 1,000 neutral simulations. nHS uses a moving window to determine a *z*-score for the least frequent allele of all SNPs in the dataset; again each *z*-score is compared to 1,000 datasets simulated under neutral conditions to determine if any show evidence of selection. Since nHS can only calculate a *z*-score for the least frequent allele of a given variant, it was only used when the allele of interest had a frequency \<0.5. REHH and nHS was calculated using pselect (Han et al. [@CR10]). Simulated data were created using Hudson's ms (Hudson [@CR12]). Two demographic models were used; the first was a model of a constant population size, and the second was a model of a bottleneck followed by an exponential expansion (a population starting 4,000 generations ago with a bottleneck occurring 1,600 generations ago and dropping the effective population size from 10,000 to 2,000 followed by an exponential expansion starting 400 generations ago leading to a population size of 100,000).

Results {#Sec7}
=======

SNPs {#Sec8}
----

The allele frequencies for all 21 SNPs in all 73 population samples we genotyped are available in ALFRED (<http://alfred.med.yale.edu>) under the *OCA2* and *HERC2* loci or directly for each SNP by using the rs number in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} as a keyword. As shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, almost all of the SNPs had very large global allele frequency ranges, though for most SNPs the highest derived allele frequencies are found in Europeans. Other than rs1800407, with a range from 0.890 to 1.000 for the ancestral allele, the global allele frequency ranges are all above 0.7.

Blue-eye associated haplotypes {#Sec9}
------------------------------

The three haplotype systems we define here are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Duffy et al. ([@CR5]) previously identified a three-SNP haplotype system (rs4778138, rs4778241, and rs7495174) associated with blue eyes; for the purpose of this paper, we will refer to this system as BEH1, blue-eye associated haplotype \#1. The blue-eye associated allele of BEH1 is ACA, the fully derived haplotype. Sturm et al. ([@CR30]) reported that rs12913832 is associated with blue eyes. Since rs1129038 is in nearly complete LD with rs12913832 in all populations, we defined these two SNPs as a haplotype system referred to as BEH2, blue-eye associated haplotype \#2. The blue-eye associated allele of BEH2 is TG, both derived alleles. In the HGDP populations, BEH2 will consist of rs12913832 only since rs1129038 is not present in that dataset. We also typed an SNP that occurs between rs12913832 and rs1129038; however, it has not been associated with pigmentation, and is monomorphic on the blue-eye associated allele of BEH2 and was therefore not included in BEH2. Two other SNPs, rs916977 and rs1667394, have previously been associated with blue eyes (Kayser et al. [@CR15]; Sulem et al. [@CR31]). In our data, with the exception of a low frequency haplotype in Africa, rs916977 and rs1667394 are in nearly complete LD. Therefore, we treat them as another haplotype system, BEH3, blue-eye associated haplotype \#3. The blue-eye associated allele of BEH3 is CA, again the derived haplotype. In the HGDP populations BEH3 will consist of rs1667394 only since rs916977 is not present in the data set.Table 3Definition of "blue-eye" haplotypes (BEHs)Haplotype nameSNPs includedBlue-eye associated alleleBEH1rs4778138, rs4778241, rs7495174ACABEH2rs1129038, rs12913832TGBEH3rs916977, rs1667394CA

Geographic distributions of haplotypes {#Sec10}
--------------------------------------

The distributions of the blue-eye associated alleles at the three haplotyped systems are presented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, each haplotype in contour plots, and all three grouped by population in a histogram. The actual frequencies are presented in supplemental material and in ALFRED. The alleles associated with blue eyes at all three BEH blue-eye associated haplotypes have their highest frequencies in Northwestern Europe, and the TG allele at BEH2 is essentially observed only in Europe; the ACA allele of BEH1 and the CA allele at BEH3 are at their highest frequencies in Europe, particularly in Northern and Western Europe, and have much lower frequencies elsewhere. In most of Central and East Asia, these alleles have frequencies of \<20% but reach frequencies of 40% and higher in the Americas.Fig. 2Global frequencies of blue-eye associated haplotypes. This figure shows the distributions of the blue-eye associated allele/haplotype at the respective BEH1 (**a**), BEH2 (**b**), and BEH3 (**c**) genetic systems graphed on a world map, as well as a comparison of the frequencies in a *bar graph* (**d**). In part **d**, the associated alleles are represented in *yellow* at BEH1, in *blue* at BEH2, and in *red* at BEH3. Here we see that the blue-eye associated allele of BEH2 is mostly limited to Europe, whereas the blue-eye associated alleles of BEH1 and BEH3 are found globally. The populations are divided by regional group on the *x*-axis as follows: Africa (*yellow*), Southwest Asia (*green*), Europe (*blue*), Central Asia (*orange*), Pacific Islands (*purple*), East Asia (*red*), and Native Americans (*teal*)

Geographic distribution of the derived allele of rs1800407 {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------------------------

The derived allele of rs1800407 is relatively rare compared to the blue-eye associated alleles of the three BEHs. The derived allele frequencies of rs1800407 are presented in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The derived allele is mostly restricted to Europe (0--11%), Southwest Asia (0--9.4%), and Central Asia (0--9.3%). Outside of this region, the derived allele is found in African Americans (1.7%), San Francisco Chinese (0.9%), the Arizona Pima (1.0%), and the Maya (3.9%).Fig. 3Global distribution of the derived allele (T) of rs1800407. This figure shows the derived-allele frequencies of rs1800407. The derived allele is primarily restricted to Europe, Southwest Asia, and Central Asia, and has a maximum allele frequency of 11% in any given population sample. The populations are divided by regional group on the *x*-axis as follows Africa (*yellow*), Southwest Asia (*green*), Europe (*blue*), Central Asia (*orange*), Pacific Islands (*purple*), East Asia (*red*), and Native Americans (*teal*)

The T allele of rs1800407 has also been associated with blue-eye penetrance (Sturm et al. [@CR30]). We estimated haplotype frequencies for haplotypes containing rs1800407 and the three BEHs (supplemental Fig. 1). The first observation is that the blue-eye associated alleles of the three BEHs are much more common than the derived allele of rs1800407. At BEH1, the T allele of rs1800407 most commonly occurs with the AAA allele and not the ACA allele that has been associated with blue eyes. The T allele with the ACA blue-eye associated allele is the second most common combination. Other combinations occur but they are rare. The T allele of rs1800407, when seen, is commonly paired with the blue-eye associated TG allele at BEH2 only in Northern and Eastern Europeans. This association may explain the increased blue-eye penetrance seen by Sturm et al. ([@CR30]) as a type of ascertainment effect. Elsewhere the T allele is more likely to be found paired with the CA allele. We see a similar pattern at BEH3 as we see at BEH2. The blue-eye associated CA allele of BEH3 commonly pairs with the T allele only in Northwestern and Eastern Europe and the TG allele is its most common partner elsewhere.

Geographic distribution of the derived allele of rs1800414 {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------------------------

Our data confirm that the putative light skin allele of rs1800414 (C) is found almost exclusively in East and Southeast Asia, at frequencies ranging from 0 to 76% (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) at higher levels in eastern East Asia (62--76.1%) compared with Southeast Asia (0--54.3%) and Western China (15.5--37.5%). Outside of East and Southeast Asia, the C allele is only found in low frequencies in the Adygei, Chuvash, and Hungarians in Europe (\>1--3.6%), the Yakut in Siberia (8.8%), and the Micronesians in the Pacific Islands (4.2%).Fig. 4Global rs1800414 derived-allele distribution and frequencies. This figure shows the distribution of the derived allele of rs1800414 interpolated on a world map (**a**) and as a *bar graph* (**b**). The derived allele is essentially restricted to East Asia, with the highest frequencies in Eastern East Asia, midrange frequencies in Southeast Asia, and the lowest frequencies in Western China and some Eastern European populations

Haplotypes and LD {#Sec13}
-----------------

We calculated pairwise *r*^2^ for all 21 SNPs and illustrate regions of high LD using the HAPLOT program (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). On average, globally we see two regions of high LD, though the sizes of each of these regions vary by population group. In Africa, the first region encompasses SNP 4 (rs12914687) through SNP 7 (rs2015343) and the second region encompasses SNP 16 (rs7494942) through SNP 21 (rs1667394). In Southwest Asia and Europe, both high LD regions are larger and the first is composed of SNP 3 (rs11074314) through SNP 8 (rs4778136), and the second is composed of SNP 12 (rs4778138) through SNP 21 (rs1667394). In Central Asia and the Pacific, the first region is the same as in Africa and the second region is the same as in Southwest Asia and Europe. In East Asia, the first high LD region extends from SNP 2 (rs1800414) to SNP 9 (rs746861) and the second region extends from SNP 10 (rs7170869) to SNP 21 (rs1667394). We actually see three regions of high LD in Native Americans, the first from SNP 3 (rs11074314) to SNP 8 (rs4778136), the second from SNP 9 (rs746861) to SNP 12 (rs4778138), and the third from SNP 18 (rs3935591) through SNP 21 (rs1667394). In Europe, the second region covers all three BEHs, and in East Asia, the first region includes rs1800414.Fig. 5LD at *OCA2* and *HERC2*. This figure shows the LD in the *OCA2/HERC2* region in 55 populations. SNPs 1--21 are ordered as in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. A region of high LD is represented by *red arrows* using the default parameters in the agglomerative algorithm in HAPLOT (Gu et al. [@CR9]): A region of high LD starts at *r*^2^ = 0.4 and is extended as long as the average *r*^2^ ≥ 0.3. The minimum *r*^2^ for inclusion in a block is 0.1. If LD cannot be calculated for a SNP (e.g., it is fixed in that particular population), then a *white space* in the arrow is shown. On average, there are two regions of high LD, one near the East Asian "light skin" SNP (rs1800414) and one in the BEH region. The smallest regions are in Africa whereas the largest regions are in East Asia. In the Americas, there are three regions, one near rs1800414, one at BEH1, and one at BEH3

Since the blue-eye associated alleles at all three BEHs are concordant in Europe and fall into that same high LD region in Europe, we analyzed the haplotypes of all seven SNPs together (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In this data set, we see that the TG allele BEH2 always occurs on chromosomes that have the CA allele of BEH3 and almost always occurs on chromosomes with the ACA allele of BEH1. The ACA allele of BEH1 and the CA allele of BEH3 also usually occur on the same chromosomes; however, outside of Northwestern and Eastern Europe they do not always occur on chromosomes with the TG allele of BEH2. Whenever one of the blue-eye associated alleles does occur on a chromosome by itself, it is most likely to be the CA allele of BEH3.Fig. 6Haplotypes of the three BEHs. This figure shows the three BEHs as a single haplotyped system. The TG allele of BEH2 always occurs with the CA allele of BEH3 and usually occurs with the ACA allele of BEH1 (*yellow*). The CA BEH3 and ACA BEH1 alleles, however, do not always occur with the TG allele of BEH2. The ACA BEH1 allele and the CA BEH3 allele also usually occur together (*pink* and *yellow*)

We also looked at the haplotypes of the seven SNPs that compose the first high LD region in East Asians with respect to the derived allele of rs1800414 (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Here we see the derived allele of rs1800414 occurs on three haplotypes, though a vast majority occurs on a single haplotype (CACCACT). Of the remaining two haplotypes containing the derived allele of rs1800414, one differs from the most common haplotype at the last site and the other differs at the final four sites.Fig. 7Haplotypes containing the derived allele of rs1800414 in East Asians. This figure shows a seven-SNP haplotype in the "light skin" region of *OCA2* in East Asians. The seven SNPs were chosen based on the first region of high LD in East Asians from Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The C allele of rs1800414 is seen on three haplotypes, one of which (*blue*) accounts for a large majority of the chromosomes. The next most common haplotype (*red*) differs from the most common (*blue*) only at the seventh site. The least common (*yellow*) differs from the *blue* at the final four sites

Selection {#Sec14}
---------

We tested all five pigmentation regions for evidence of positive selection using REHH. For the "light skin" allele at rs1800414 and the blue-eye penetrance allele at rs1800407 we tested the REHH value at rs1667394, for the blue-eye associated haplotypes at BEH1 we tested at SNPs rs2703969 and rs1667394, and at BEH2 and BEH3, we tested at rs2703969. These SNPs were chosen to test for significance because they were the most distant SNPs from their respective core and fell the ideal distance away according to the protocol described by Sabeti et al. [@CR23]. Since REHH requires a core haplotype with multiple alleles for comparison, rs1800414 was included in a haplotype with rs11074314 and rs12914687. The C allele of rs1800414 only occurred on a single allele of this haplotype. We also added an extra SNP to BEH2 (rs7494942) and BEH3 (rs7170852) haplotypes. Again, the alleles of interest only occurred on one haplotype. We tested all the populations grouped by region: Africa, Southwest Asia, Europe, East Asia, and America. In the European sample using the constant population size simulation model, we see the strongest signal for selection at the TG allele of BEH2 (Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). At the ACA allele of BEH1 and the CA allele of BEH3, the REHH scores are weakly significant and just over the 95th percentile; however, both regions are within the false positive grouping of the simulated data. We also subdivided Europe into three groups: Southern Europe, Eastern Europe, and Northwestern Europe. In Southern Europe, the TG allele at BEH2 has a strongly significant REHH score, at BEH3 the CA allele is weakly significant, and there is no evidence of selection at BEH1. In Eastern Europe, the evidence for selection is again the strongest at the TG allele BEH2; there is no evidence of selection to the centromeric side of BEH1, and weak evidence for selection at the CA allele of BEH3 and to the telomeric side of the ACA allele of BEH1. In Northwestern Europe, the TG allele of BEH2 once again has the strongest signal for selection, the centromeric side of the ACA allele of BEH1 and the CA allele of BEH3 are very weakly significant, and the telomeric side of BEH1 shows no significant evidence of selection. In Southwest Asia, there are significant REHH values at the TG allele of BEH2 and the CA allele BEH3. As in Europe, the BEH2 signal of selection is strong, whereas the BEH3 signal is barely significant (see supplemental Fig. 2). We confirmed these results using a bottleneck followed by an exponential expansion model and saw the same results (supplemental Fig. 3). In fact, though the bottleneck with expansion model had a different distribution of allele frequencies (more high frequency alleles and fewer midrange frequency alleles compared to the constant population size model) the 95th percentile line remained the same. Since the frequencies of blue-eye associated alleles of the SNPs that compose BEH2 are \<50% in Southern Europe and Southwest Asia, we were able to confirm these results using a second LRH test, normalized haplosimilarity (nHS). Again, we see strong evidence of selection at the two BEH2 SNPs in Southern Europe and Southwest Asia using the nHS test (Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). No evidence of selection was seen at rs1800407 (supplemental Fig. 4).Fig. 8Relative extended haplotype homozygosity test at the blue-eye associated haplotypes in Europe. This figure shows graphs of the REHH (**a**, **c**, **e**, **g**) and the significance tests (**b**, **d**, **f**, **h**) for the three blue-eye associated haplotypes in Europe. **a**, **b** Graphs for the SNPs centromeric to BEH1. In the significance test graphs, the cyan points are the REHH results from 1,000 simulations under the constant population size neutral model. The ACA allele is right at the 95th percentile and well within the area of false positives. **c**, **d** Graphs for the SNPs telomeric to BEH1. Again, the ACA allele is right at the 95th percentile line and well within the area of false positives. **e**, **f** Graphs for the SNPs centromeric to BEH2. Here we see the TG allele is above the 95th percentile line suggesting a strong signal of selection at this locus. **g**, **h** Graphs for the SNPs centromeric to BEH3. The CA allele is also above the 95th percentile line but the signal is not as strong as for BEH2Fig. 9nHS at *OCA2/HERC2* in Southern Europeans. This figure shows the results for a normalized haplosimilarity test in Southern Europeans. Southern Europeans were chosen because they are the only group of Europeans in whom any of the frequencies of blue-eye associated alleles of the three blue-eye haplotypes falls below 0.50, a requirement for this test to detect selection. The *cyan points* represent the result of 1,000 simulated populations under the neutral constant population size model and the *blue points* represent the data at *OCA2*/*HERC2*. The only two points that show a significant result are the two SNPs that compose BEH2

In East Asia we see strong evidence for selection at the C allele of rs1800414 using the REHH test in both the constant population size model (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}a, b) and the bottleneck with an expansion model (supplemental Fig. 5). Interestingly, we also get significant REHH values at all three BEHs but the haplotypes that contain the ancestral alleles are the ones showing evidence of selection (supplemental Fig. 6). This result is likely due to the fact that the C allele of rs1800414 occurs on the same chromosome as these haplotypes in East Asia (supplemental Fig. 7). As with our European population samples we divided the East Asians into three groups: Western China, East Asia, and Southeast Asia. We see there is strong evidence of selection for the C allele of rs1800414 in all three population groups (supplemental Fig. 8). In both Western China and Southeast Asia, the frequency of the derived allele of rs1800414 is \<50%, so we were able to use the nHS test on these populations. Using the nHS test we see strong evidence of selection for the derived allele of rs1800414 in both the Western China and Southeast Asian groups (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}d, e).Fig. 10Selection results at rs1800414 in East Asia. This figure shows the results of an REHH test in East Asia (**a**, **b**), an nHS test in Western China (**c**), and an nHS test in Southeast Asia. Again, the *cyan points* represent the results from 1,000 simulated populations under the neutral constant population size model. In **a** and **b** we show strong evidence of selection at the derived allele of rs1800414 (CAC) in East Asia. This result is confirmed in Western China (**c**) and Southeast Asia (**d**) where the derived allele (*circled in red*) is \<0.50 using nHS

We saw no evidence for selection at any of the pigmentation regions in Africa or the Americas (supplemental Figs. 9 and 10).

Discussion {#Sec15}
==========

Distribution of blue-eye associated alleles {#Sec16}
-------------------------------------------

The frequencies of the haplotypes associated with blue eyes of the three blue-eye associated haplotypes in the *OCA2* and *HERC2* genes are very similar in Northwestern and Eastern Europe where all three haplotypes have their highest frequencies (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This also holds true for homozygotes of the blue-eye associated alleles of these haplotypes (Supplemental Fig. 11). All three blue-eye associated alleles and homozygotes of these alleles are also present in Southern Europe and Southwest Asia at lower frequencies than those found in Northwestern and Eastern Europe; however, the frequencies of the TG allele of BEH2 and its homozygotes are lower than those of the ACA allele of BEH1 and the CA allele of BEH3. Outside of Europe, the blue-eye associated alleles of BEH1 and BEH2 are still common and homozygotes of these alleles are still seen but the blue-eye associated allele of BEH2 is much rarer and blue-eye associated homozygotes are virtually unseen.

Given the strong LD in Europe across all three haplotype systems, their association with the blue eye phenotype in Europe is understandable. However, these frequency data for other populations around the world and the essential restriction of blue eyes to Europe, shows that the BEH1 and BEH3 haplotype systems, and the composing SNPs are not universal markers of blue eyes. The TG allele at BEH2 is the best marker for blue eyes and may even contain the causal allele though the actual causative variant could be anywhere in the region of strong LD seen in European populations.

Global distribution of the light skin allele {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------------

We have shown that the C allele of the missense SNP rs1800414 is found almost exclusively in East Asia (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Within East Asia there is a general cline in the frequency of the C allele with the lowest frequencies in Western China, midrange frequencies in Southeast Asia, and high frequencies in Eastern East Asia. The major exception to this pattern is the Malaysians; in our small sample the derived allele is absent, but the Malays are an Austronesian group and they show similar frequencies to our other Austronesian populations (Micronesians and Samoans).

Selection in the *OCA2*-*HERC2* region {#Sec18}
--------------------------------------

We showed that the strongest signal of selection in Europe and Southwest Asia is at the TG allele of BEH2 and any signal seen at BEH1 and BEH3 is likely due to hitchhiking (Figs. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Along with the distribution data, this strongly suggests that the TG allele of BEH2 is, contains, or is in strong LD with the blue eye causal mutation. It is possible that BEH2 is in the promoter region of *OCA2* and the blue eye allele lowers the amount of OCA2 expressed either in the iris or globally.

This result also raises the question of why blue eyes would be under selection. Since there is no known biological advantage to having blue eyes, we think a likely answer is sexual selection that in Europe and Southwest Asia individuals with blue eyes are, or were, preferred as mates. Another possible explanation is that the blue eye phenotype is not being selected for; rather the TG allele of BEH2 has another phenotype, such as lighter skin pigmentation, which is under selection.

In East Asia, we show that the C allele of the missense SNP rs1800414 is also under selection (Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Again this result is not completely unexpected since this allele has been associated with lighter skin pigmentation in East Asians, and variants affecting skin pigmentation have previously been shown to be targets of selection (Edwards et al. [@CR6]; Izagirre et al. [@CR13]; Lao et al. [@CR16]; Norton et al. [@CR21]).

Conclusions {#Sec19}
===========

We have shown that the TG allele of BEH2 has a much more restricted global distribution compared to the ACA allele of BEH1 and the CA allele of BEH3, the other two haplotypes published as associated with blue eyes (Duffy et al. [@CR5]; Sturm et al. [@CR30]; Kayser et al. [@CR15]; Sulem et al. [@CR31];Mengel-From et al. [@CR20]; Walsh et al. [@CR34]). We also show that the TG allele of BEH2 has a strong signal of selection. Cook et al. ([@CR4]) showed melanocytes homozygous for the blue-eye associated allele of rs12913832 of BEH2 produced significantly less melanin than heterozygotes or those that were homozygous for the ancestral allele, but did not control for other SNPs in the region. This evidence suggests that BEH2 may contain the causal allele for blue eyes or at minimum is the best marker for the region in LD that does contain the causal allele. We have also shown that the C allele of rs1800414 is both restricted to East Asia and under selection in that region. This research provides further evidence for lighter pigmentation evolving by means of selection at least partly independently in Europeans and East Asians but at some genes in common.

These results, taken together with those from several forensic studies predicting iris pigmentation in mixed populations (Mengel-From et al. [@CR20]; Spichenok et al. [@CR25]; Valenzuela et al. [@CR33]; Walsh et al. [@CR34]; Pospiech et al. [@CR22]), suggest that the SNPs of BEH2 (rs1129038 and rs12913832) are the best markers for blue eyes for forensic purposes. A recent study by Liu et al. ([@CR19]) found that rs12913832 has the strongest effect when eye color is measured quantitatively and can explain most of the variance in eye color amongst Europeans. However, several questions need to be answered. Are the SNPs in BEH2 responsible for the blue eye phenotype seen in Europeans or simply in strong LD with the causative allele? Is BEH2 in a promoter region for *OCA2*? Are blue eyes under sexual selection or is the TG allele also responsible for an additional selected phenotype such as light skin pigmentation? Both Eiberg et al. ([@CR7]) and Sturm et al. ([@CR30]) suggest that the BEH2 falls into a regulatory region of *OCA2*; however, Eiberg et al. believe the causal allele is a 166 kb haplotype that happens to contain the two SNPs of BEH2 and Sturm et al. suggest that rs12913832 is the causal allele. Eiberg et al. based their conclusion on lower activity when they used their blue-eye associated haplotype in a luciferase assay compared to other haplotypes. Sturm et al. based their conclusion on not finding a better associated SNP of known SNPs in the 5′ region of OCA2 or the 3′ end of *HERC2* and that the probability of there being an unknown SNP with a stronger association was unlikely. Further research will be needed to answer these questions.

Web Resources {#Sec20}
=============

The URLs for data presented herein are as follows: ALFRED, <http://alfred.med.yale.edu/alfred/index.asp>. The International HapMap Project, <http://hapmap.org/>. Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man, <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim>.
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